CONFERENCE CUCS2019 - TRENTO – PUBLICATION OF THE POSTERS

Your participation to the 6th CUCS Conference may be in form of a poster presentation.
If the case, your poster contribution can be made whether by using the given template,
proposed by the graphic group of the Conference, or in a free way. In this latter case,
please do not change the green header and footer of the poster template.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE POSTERS EDITING
HEADERS
In the header, add information needed as described in the template (you can slightly
decrease the font size only in the case of very long texts).
The footer is precompiled and does not need to be edited.
TEXTS
Poster title - Century Gothic, 35, Bold, Capital Letters
Poster authors - Century Gothic, 24, Bold, Capital Letters (N. SURNAME)
Affiliations - Century Gothic, 24, Normal
Text in the left column - No more than 4,600 characters/650 words (including spaces),
justified alignment, Calibri, 20, Normal (paragraph titles, Bold)
Images captions - Calibri, 16, Normal
IMAGES
The images of your poster (e.g. photos, collages, graphs or diagrams) can be added in
the right hand-side of the template, according to the predisposed grid, which is
composed by different cells. If needed, it is possible to use two or more grid cells to add
your image. Please, note that the dimension of a single image should not be smaller than
the one of a single grid cell. For instance, you can use two and a half grid cells to add a
rectangular vertically oriented image or use 4 grid cells to add a squared image, etc.
Every single image needs the related credits, even though the image is a photo and is
taken from a document (e.g. book, catalogue, article, etc.), a website or is taken in
person. We invite you to describe your images’ credits as follow.
- Book / journal - SURNAME, N., year. Book title. Place of publication: Publisher, page
number of image placement.
- Image taken from a website - Name of the website, full URL of the image (visited:
access date).
- Picture taken in person - SURNAME, N., date, place.
Captions of your images can be composed of a maximum of two rows, if needed. Every
caption can be added in two different ways. On one hand, captions might be added in
the related part of every single grid cell (see the example in the template). On the other
hand, all the captions can be listed in a single text box, possibly at the end of the text
column on the left hand-side. In this latter case, every caption needs to be numbered
sequentially, thus identifying easily the related image.

NOTA BENE - In the dedicated page of the conference site the authors find, in addition to
this, the following files.
- A PDF file: it is the graphic copy of these instructions and contains an explanatory
example of how the poster can be composed.

- A PPT file for each session: it is the starting point for the composition of the poster if you
want to use Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2016 or later releases (before starting the
compilation, remember to activate the “guides” command: Visualize>Show>Guides).
- A SVG file for each session: it is the starting point for the composition of the poster if you
want to use Inkscape, a tool for vector graphic design (software open source available
at: https://inkscape.org/release/inkscape-0.92.4/).

